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SOCIAL WORKER PRESENTATION FOR TRAVEL WORKSHOP 

 

1. Sensory Issues 
Limited sensory experiences means poorly forms neural development, or spotty development. 

Sounds, smells, tastes will all be different. Balance may be off, bumping into things, clumsy, limp 

or stiff when held. 

2. Initial Adjustment and Bonding 
**Often times child bonds to one parent or the other first, then generalized to both parents as 

they feel safe. 

**Take it at their pace, it’s OK to feel that you are taking care of another person’s child at this    
point. Caring for builds relationships and bonding. 
**Find out as much as you can about their daily routines, naps, sleep preferences/times, food  

  likes, their names for potty, hungry, food while at the orphanage. Learn a few simple 
 phrases especially to comfort. 
**Don’t worry about forever rules at this point, cater to, feed, defer to their wants, indulge, do 

 whatever it takes at this stage to ease transition, discipline can come later. 

**Use their familiar name for now, later you can pair with your new name for them 

**Take headphones, small electronics, a few crayons, small toys for plane (etch a sketch, picture 

books, cuddly toy, blanket 

**Be aware of temperature of hotel and plane, kids are familiar with hot for the most part, will 

chill easily, may be very sensitive to temperature differences. 

**Hold, cuddle, caress, rock, carry close to you as much as the child will allow. 

**Remember: anger, crying, stubbornness, at this stage are not related to you but to the 

enormous change that is taking place for the child.  

**Have picture of yourselves, the child, those at home, pets at home, so that you can begin to 

familiarize them with names of their new family. 

**Sing songs, have recorded children’s music. 

**Keep close at night, find out what they are accustomed to. 

**Most all behaviors you see at first are reactions to drastic changes or sensory overload. These 

will ease with time and your patient support. 

**Watch you facial expressions with your child. It may be all they understand at this point. Smile 

even through the tears of fatigue. 

 



3. Consider less rather than more stimulation at first when you arrive home. If child is having 

emotional or behavioral reactions to change, minimize confusion and adults involved right at 

first. 

4. Schedule medical check up early after arrival home to check for parasites, communicable 

illnesses and begin immunizations. 

5. Schedule with UAB or comparable International Adoption Clinic for comprehensive assessment 

of needs all around, behavioral, social, emotional, OT, speech. They will be an invaluable 

resource as you go along through various stages of adjustment. 

6. Get ready for change in couple relationship, join together to become parents, support one 

another, spell one another. 

7. Be prepared for your own emotional reactions to child’s grief and loss. 

8. Some parents experience post adoption depression, similar to post partum depression. Things 

are always different than what you may have anticipated. Adjust with the new picture.  

9. Have realistic expectations. A child may regress, and may need to catch up developmentally. 

Take them where they are and ease on to the next state. Ex. Coloring and gross motor. Observe, 

assist, but do not push. Keep a journal of accomplishments. Keep notes on what works for you.  

10. Don’t compare one child to another but seek advice from other parents who have experienced 

similar behavior, reactions. Befriend the sympathetic and not the judgmental. Not everyone 

understands adoptive parenting. You will know your child better than anyone else by the time 

you get home. Trust your instincts. 

11. STAY IN TOUCH WITH YOUR SUPPORT SYSTEM, INCLUDING COTW STAFF AND HOME STUDY 

AGENCY STAFF. WE ALL WANT TO HELP IN THIS TIME OF ADJUSTMENT. 

 “THIS TOO SHALL PASS” 

 


